Extreme
Soil Removal.

KAIVAC® SPRAY-AND-VAC SYSTEM

K A I VA C ® S P R A Y - A N D - VA C S Y S T E M

CLEAN HEAVILY SOILED AREAS
Perfect for cleaning restrooms, locker rooms, kennels, and any other hard-to-reach
surface that can harbor nasty viruses and biocontamination. Instead of scrubbing
and applying layers of expensive disinfectant, the Spray-and-Vac system blasts
away soil and germs and completely removes all liquids and contaminants for a
perfectly clean result every time.
Kaivac Spray-and-Vac is built to clean heavily soiled areas to remove dirt and bacteria completely. This versatile
machine makes mops and buckets obsolete, so you never touch a mop or contaminated surfaces again. In fact, like
most Kaivac systems, it’s up to 60 times better at removing soil and contaminants than mopping.
Don’t just clean it. Kaivac it.

SEE MORE INFORMATION
ABOUT THE KAIVAC
SPRAY-AND-VAC

FEATURES + BENEFITS
+ Kaivac

invented the Spray-and-Vac
cleaning category and maintains a
strong lead in market adoption and
product innovation.
+	Automatic chemical metering reduces
chemical waste while insulating the
worker from chemical exposure.
+	Leaves floors clean and dry, which
means reduced slip and fall accidents
and immediate availability.
+	Takes as little as one minute per fixture
to clean a restroom versus the industry
average of three minutes per fixture.
+	Cleaning solution always stays fresh
because soiled water is vacuumed into
a separate tank.
+ Certified

by the National Floor
Safety Institute (NFSI) for providing
high traction.

KAIVAC
SPRAY-AND-VAC SYSTEM
Just apply the automatically diluted cleaning solution to fixtures,
tile floors, walls, and any hard surface that needs to be deeply
cleaned. Then, rinse with the 500 psi indoor pressure washer to
flush out soils in grout lines and tight places that a mop could
never reach. Finally, vacuum the floor completely dry for a
satisfying and totally clean result in less time than mopping.

VERSATILE VACUUM WAND
WITH SQUEEGEE HEAD BRUSH
Allows users to brush, clean
grout and vacuum under
fixtures, floors and seating.

POWERFUL VACUUM MOTOR
35 FT. CRUSH-PROOF
VACUUM HOSE

Removes all soil and water
leaving the area dry and
ready for use.

Cleans large areas
efficiently and completely.

SPRAY LINE WITH GUN

VAC TANK WITH
DUMP HOSE

Long line to supply pre-mixed
chemicals or fresh water rinse.

Allows quick draining
of 10 gallon vacuum
tank contents into a
toilet or sink.

500 PSI PUMP
Apply cleaning solutions
and fresh water rinsing with
powerful pump pressure.

10 GALLON FRESH
WATER TANK
Holds 10 gallons of
water in tank. Eliminates
cleaning with dirty water.

Protected by multiple US patents. Multiple patents pending.

POWERED BY

POWER CORD
Allows the user to cover extensive areas by
unwrapping length of power cord as needed.
See kaivac.com for more information and complete specifications.

Save time. Save money.
Build your business with the power of clean.
Call Kaivac today for a free consultation at 800-287-1136
or visit us online at kaivac.com

2680 Van Hook Avenue, Hamilton, Ohio 45015
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